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EmmauStudents Small Group Vision 

As we think about our goals we have to ask some hard 
questions. 

•Does our current structure facilitate our goals being 
accomplished?  

•What needs to change in order for us to be faithful to 
these goals?    
 
The two primary things keep rising to the surface…

1) Positioning Adults to better facilitate relationship, soul 
care, & accountability with students. 
2) Create more paths for discipleship between adults and 
students.

This year we are taking more intentional steps to these ends.  
We are calling it the “Year of Transition”.  Transition 
equates to words/phrases like in-process, evaluation, working 
the kinks out, etc.  We will need to have on-going 
communication about how we are doing and what needs to 
shift. Your input is vital! This year will require a lot of 
flexibility!   If you have aversions to change start praying now!  

We have no expectation of arrival.  Honestly, we never will, 
but we will strive to improve and, more importantly, stay 
faithful!  

So what steps are we taking this year? 
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UP Goals 

• Consistently share with students the 
Gospel message: God’s design, their sin & 
brokenness, and the hope of Jesus by 
turning from self and turning to Jesus in 
faith. 

• Consistently share with students the 
Gospel message that they may trust God 
and know that it is sufficient for salvation. 

• Consistently share with students the 
Gospel message that they may trust God 
and know that it is sufficient for all of life. 

IN Goals 

• We desire students to know and develop 
relationships with other generations 
(younger and older). 

• We desire students to know that they are 
the church and an important part of the 
church’s mission. (Elevate, greeters, VBS, 
mission trips etc.) 

• We desire students to know and 
experience that their parents are their 
primary spiritual encouragers. 

• We desire students to develop spiritual 
disciplines (such as study and application 
of God’s Word, Prayer, Accountability, etc) 
together so that they might learn what it 
means to walk the Christian life and walk it 
with brothers and sisters in Christ. 

OUT Goals 

• We desire students to participate in 
multiple mission trips. We would love for 
students to be exposed to local, regional, 
and international mission opportunities.  

• We desire students to share their faith and 
be on mission where they live, work, learn, 
and play.
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1) WHERE & WHEN possible we are making our groups smaller.  

 
Starting from the younger ages we will seek to have small groups divided by each grade instead of being combined 
with other grades.  Why are we doing this? 

• By increasing the adult to student ratio we create more interaction between adults and students.  Generally, this 
benefits relationships, as well as, the impact adults can have on students in regards to discipleship.  Specifically…

• Adults are better able to encourage their small group, connect when they have missed, & provide soul care when 
individuals are struggling.  

• Less fringe students will be forgotten as compared to larger classes

• More opportunity to grow through evangelism. 

• Students are exposed to a more personal interaction with Adults to pursue their mentorship (disciple making).

Obstacles:

• Potentially both students & adult workers have been conditioned to an idea that “the bigger the better.”  Will we 
be ok with smaller groups or be inclined to join another group that day because only two of our 
students showed?

• Having the wrong “growth goal” in mind. If/When God brings an increase to your small group will you be 
ok with multiplying your group so we can faithfully disciple students adequately?
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2) We are changing the content and goal of our Sunday groups: Discipleship Focus vs. Information Focus

Discipleship focuses will be assigned to particular Sundays based on Owen’s preaching schedule and the life of the 
church.  Why not continue as we have done previously?

• Adding another lesson that is disconnected to other means of bible study at Emmaus only makes it that much 
harder to apply what is already being taught at Emmaus.  We want to better position students & adults to wrestle 
with same truths longer and deeper for both understanding and practice.

• We want to do all we can to connect students to the life and mission of Emmaus not merely EmmauStudents. 

• In Scripture, we see a process of growth.  Specifically, in the Proverbs we see Knowledge, Understanding, & 
Wisdom.  Developmentally, teenagers are emerging from the grade school years with a fairly extensive base of 
knowledge (considering that most of our students at this time have had exposure to Bible teaching and traditional 
Sunday school for years at this point). Our Bible engagement with them needs to move toward understanding and 
wisdom so that we can equip them to be disciples and make disciples.

What we are NOT saying: 

• We will no longer be studying the Bible.

• Your Small Group time will be more about fellowship and hanging out. 

What we ARE saying: 

• Every Sunday our groups will engage the Bible and Small Group Encouragers will facilitate student’s  
understanding/practice of Scripture through discussion.

• Every Sunday our groups will follow up their Bible engagement with an Activity to help illustrate and apply the 
truths.  

• Every Sunday our groups will close their time with an opportunity for Community.  This will involve 
normalizing the opportunity for students to share about how they need help and prayer. This will involve praying 
for one another on some level.  This will involve having a shared commitment to one another (Adult to Student, 
Student to Student, and Adult to Adult) by encouraging each other throughout the week and holding each other 
accountable with what was discussed.

EmmauStudents Small Group Content 
See the provided spreadsheet handout and dry erase board for helicopter view of discipleship focus for the 
upcoming year. Content will fall within 44 weeks (leaving space for Holidays, Events, etc.). Tiers are not a distinction 
of importance but of quantity.  We also desire to partner with others gifted and interested in being involved in the 
discussions, writing, & evaluating of our discipleship focuses. 
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How To Prepare for A Sunday Morning? 

Don’t Be the “Saturday Night Prepper” 

One of the easiest traps to fall into as a small group leader is to be a 
“Saturday night prepper”.  When you do this you short change your 
own spiritual growth and the growth of your small group.   

Sure there are going to be those weeks where you hopped from one 
disaster to the next.  In some ways there always will be distractions if 
you neglect being intentional with your preparation.  Preparing 
throughout the week helps you see insights you would have missed if you would have waited until 
Saturday night.   Plus spreading out the load of preparation builds on itself.  

Prepare as a Learner 

Keep in mind that your preparation is not to teach but to facilitate discussion.  Think of it less in terms of  
memorizing a lot of information to regurgitate and instead approach the material first as a learner.  Make it 
your goal to learn and grow.  You will facilitate best from this position.  

 Potential Weekly Rhythm of Preparation 

• Pray: Pray for your students, pray for your own heart to be teachable, pray for wisdom in how best to 
foster growth in your small group, pray that the Holy Spirit would fill your preparation & facilitation. 

• Go to www.emmausokc.org/sgencouragers to find the correct Discussion Guide.  

• Read the Discussion Guide Outline on Monday. 

• Start reading/studying the passage of Scripture on Tuesday. 

• Review the Expanded Discussion Guide on Thursday.   

✦ How would you answer the Discussion Guide questions personally?  

✦ Review the provided answers/commentary. 

✦ Review the Activity & needed supplies. 

Specific Helps… 

• Be mindful of time in your small groups.  Essential!!! 

• Protect the personal community time at the end of group. 

• Check our Marco Polo Group for Discussion Guide help.  Feel free to contribute. 

• On Sunday grab supplies on silver table.

http://www.emmausokc.org/sgencouragers
http://www.emmausokc.org/sgencouragers

